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ON A PRODUCT OF METRIC SPACES 
JAN BORSIK—JOZEF DOBOS 
Introduction 
There is a natural way of introducing an algebraic structure on a product of 
algebraic structures of the same type. For example, if (A, +) and (B, •) are groups, 
then (A x B, *), where (au bx) * (a2, b2) = (ai + a2, bx • b2) is a group as well. The 
application of this method to a collection {(A„ dt)}teT of metric spaces yields 
a mapping (gd(x, y))(t) = dt(x(t), y(t)) which need not be a metric on f] A,, since 
teT 
its values are in RT. However, a metric can be obtained from that mapping by 
composing it with a suitable / : R T—> R. In fact, the usual metrics on product spaces 
(as V(i02 + a2), max(p, a), g + a, the Frechet metric) can all be described in this 
way. Therefore it seems useful to investigate the set M(T) of all such mappings / : 
RT-+R. A subset of M(T) (consisting of all nonnegative, monotone, subadditive 
mappings vanishing exactly at the constant zero function) is studied in [2]. In [1], 
the set M(T) is described in the special case when T has only one element. In the 
present paper we give a complete characterization of M(T) in the general case 
when T is an arbitrary set, and establish a necessary and sufficient condition for 
f0gd to metrize the product topology. Theorem 2.11 was inspired by a suggestion 
of T. Salat. 
1. Preliminary considerations 
1.1. Definition. Let T be a set. Let d = (d,),er be a collection of mappings 
dt: A]^>Bt, where (A,),e r , (Bt)t€T are collections of sets. Define a mapping gd: 
(JXЛ) Y\B, by (gd(x,y))(t) = d,(x(t), y(t)) for each x, ye]\A„ teT. teT teT 
Define a mapping od: (Tl AfJ -> ( n ^ < )
 by a*(*> 3>» z) = (Qd(x, y), gd(x, z), 
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Qd(y, z)) for each x9 y9 zel\At. Denote Ed = \gd(x,x): xeY[At\, and Fd = 
teT { t* ) 
= \Qd(x,y): x, ye]jAt, x*y\. 
{ teT J 
1.2. Theorem. Let B^\mgd be a set (where \mf={f(x): xeX} for each 
mapping f:X-*Y).Letf:B-*R. Then f0 Qd is a metric if and only if the following 
three conditions are satisfied: 
0 ) EdnFd = 0, 
(2) \fxe\mgd: f(x) = 0oxeEd, 
(3) \/x, y, z e\mQd: (x9 y9 z)e\mod^> f(x)^f(y) + f(z). 
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that aeEdnFd. Then 3x, y, zeYlA, y^z: 
t T 
Qd(x,x) = a = Qd(y9z), therefore 0 = (foQd) (x9x) = f(Qd(x,x)) - f(Qd(y,z)) 
= (foQd) (y, z), d contradiction. This shows that EdnFd - 0 Let x e \mQd. Then 
3a, beY\At: x = Qd(a, b), therefore 0 = f(x) = f(Qd(a,b)) - (f Qd) (a,b)oa 
teT 
= box = Qd(a, b)eEd. 
Let (x, y, z)e\mod. Then 3a, b, ceY\At: x = Qd(a,b), -Qd(a,c), z = 
teT 
Qd(b,c), hence / (x ) - f(Qd(a,b)) = (/oft,) (a,b) ^ (foQd) (a,c) + (f Qd) 
(b,c) = f(Qd(a9c)) + f(Qd(b,c)) = f(y) + f(z). 
Sufficiency. Let x9 yef\A. Then 0 = (foQd) (x9y) - f(Qd(x9y)) o 
teT 
Qd(x9 y)eEd o x = y. Let x9 y9 zeY\
A<- T h e n °d(x, y, z)e\mod, hence (f Qd) 
(x, y) = f(Qd(x, y)) ^ f(Qd(x, z)) + )(Qd(y, z)) = (foQd) (x, z) + (f Qd) (y, z). 
1.3. Corollary. Let h = (ht)teT be a collection of mappings ht C
2
t^>Dt, where 
(Ct)teT, (Dt)teT are collections of sets. Let Eh = Ed9 EhnFh 0, \mQh^\mgd9 
Im oh cz Im od. Let B 3 Im Qd be a set. Let f: B-*R be a mapping such that f Qd is 
a metric. Then fQQh is a metric. 
1.4. Proposition. Let f: A-^R and g: B-*Rbe mappings, where A, B ZD Imgd. 
Define a mapping f+g: (AnB)-+R by (f+g)(x) = f(x) + g( ) for each 
xeAnB. Define a mapping ma.x(f,g): (AnB)-^R b max(/, g)(x) 
= max(f(x), g(x)) for each xeAnB Let f0gd and qQgd b metrics Then 
(f+g)oQd, max(/, g)ogd are metrics. 
Proof. Let xe\mgd. Then 0 = (f+g)(x) = f(x) + g(x) f(x) - 0&g(x) 
= 0 oxeEd. Lex (x,y9z)e\mod. Then (f+g)(x) = f(x) + g(x) -£ f(y) + f(z) 
+ g(y) + g(z) = (f+g)(y) + (f+g)(z). Then by 1.2, (f+ g)0gd is a metric. 
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Let x6lmgd. Then 0 = (max(/, g)) (x) = max(f(x), g(x)) <s» f(x) = 0&g(x) 
= 0 o *eE... Let (*, y, z)elma,.. Then/(x) g /(y) + /(z) ^ max(f(y), g(y) 
+ max(f(z), g(z)), g(x) g g(y) + g(z)^ max(f(y), g(y)) + max(f(z),g(z)), 
i.e. (max(f, g))(x) = max(f(x), g(x)) ^ max(/(y), <?(y)) + max(f(z), g(z)) 
= (max(/, g))(y) + (max(/, ff))(z). Then by 1.2, max(/, #) is a metric. 
1.5. Proposition. Let {/},". be a sequence of mappings /,: Cf-»R, wAere 
CO 
G^Impd. Lef {/(*)},"= 1 converge for each xeC\Q. Define a mapping l im/: 
, = i |—0 0 
p C ^ K by (lim/)(JC) = lim/(JC)/or eac/iJCGflG. Let VJCGF^: ( l im/)(JC)^0. 
,'_! '-*00 '-*°° i = l --*00 
Let /op* be a metric for every i e N. Then (lim /)opd /s a metric. 
i—»oo 
Proof. Let (JC, y, z)elma„. Then (lim/)(jc) = lim/(jc) _§ lim (/(y) + /(z)) 
i—1.00 i—»oo i—»oo 
= lim/,00 + Iim/,(z) = Qimf,)(y) + (lim/)(z). Then by 1.2, (lim/)opd is 
i—*oo i—+oo i—»oo i—*oo i—»oo 
a metric. 
oo 
1.6. Corollary. Let ]T/ be a series of functions f: G-+R, where Q ZD lmQd. Let 
i = l 
0 0 00 
]T/(JC) be convergent for each x e H C Let /, op* be a metric /or a/1 i e N. Then 
i = i i = i 
(lim ^fjoQd = (2/')°G* is a metric. 
Proof. By 1.4 ( 2 / W d is a metric for any neN. Let xeF d . Then V/eN: 
/ ( J C ) > 0 , therefore VMG/V: j^f(x) ^ /I(JC), i.e. (lim £/i) (*) = lim £/,(*) ^ 
i t ! V"-00 ,=i / «-°° i t ! 
/ I ( JC)>0. Then by 1.5 (lim ^fi)oQd is a metric. 
1.7. Proposition. Let f=(ft)teI be a collection of functions / : C,->R, where 
Q^lmQd and 1+0. Let the set Ax = {ft(x): tel} be bounded above for each 
xef]Ct. Define a function sup/: f ]G-»K
 by (suP/)(*) = supAx for each 
tel tel 
JceplG. Let foQd be a metric for every tel. Then (supf)opd is a metric, 
tei 
Proof. LetJC6Fd.ThenVtG/:/(jc)>0,thusAxc:(0, oo), i.e.supAx>0. Hence 
Vxelme*: (sup/)(jc) = 0 <=> xeEd. Let (JC, y, z)elmod. Then V teJ: /(JC) ^ 
/<(y) + / U ) = sup Ay + sup Az. Then by 1.2 it follows that (sup/)o^ is a metric, 
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2. Characterization of M (T) 
2.1. Definition. Let T be a nonempty set. Suppose RT is ordered coor-
dinate-wise, i.e. x^y (jc<y) if and only if x(t) = y(t) (x(t)<y(t)) for each x, 
yeRT, teT. Define a function 0: T-+R by 0 ( 0 = 0 for each teT. Denote 
T+= {xeRT:x^0}. Denote byM(T) thesetof all functions f: T+-* R such that 
foQd is a metric for every collection of metrics d = (dt)teT. 
2.2. Proposition. Let f: T+-^>R be a function such that 
(i) f(0) = O, 
(ii) 3a>OVxeT+,x£0:f(x)e(a,2a). 
ThenfeM(T). 
Proof. Let d = (dt)teT be a collection of metrics dt: MtxMt-^R. Then 
Ed = {0}, 0^Fd, hence EdnFd = 0. Let xe!mQd. Then/(jc) = 0 o x = 0 o 
x e Ed. Let x,y,ze lmQd, (x, y, z) e lmod. lix = 0, then/(x) = 0 ^ f(y) + f(z). If 
y = 0, then JC = Z, hence f(x) = 0 + f(z) = f(y) + f(z). If z = 0, then x = y, hence 
f(x) = f(y) + 0 = f(y) + f(z). If ek{x,y,z}9 then f(x) ^ 2a = a + a ^ 
f(y) + f(z). Then by 1.2 we see that foQd is a metric. 
2.3. Lemma. Let feM(T). Then 
VxeT+:f(x) = Oox = 0. 
Proof. Let Q: SXS-*R be a metric such that Va ^ 03JC, yeS: Q(X, y) = a 
(for example S = R, Q(U, V) = \u-v\ for every u, v eR, x = a, y = 0). Define 
a collection of metrics d = (dt)tkT by dt = Q for each teT. Then lmQd = T
+, 
Ed = {0}. Hence by 1.2 it follows that VJCe T
+: f(x) = 0 <-> xeEd <=> JC = 0 . 
2.4. Lemma. LetfeM(T). Then VJC, y, zeT+: 
(x^y + z&y=^x + z&z=:x + y)=>f(x)^f(y) + f(z). 
Proof. Let Q: S X S-+R be a metric such that Va, b, c =^0, a ̂  b + c, b =^a + c, 
c=\a + b=ix, y, zeS: Q(x,y) = a, Q(y,z) = c, Q(x,z) = b (for example 
S = RxR, Q(U,V) = \\u-v\\ iorezchu,veRxR,x = (a/2,0),y = (-a/2,0), 
z = ((c2 - b2)/(2a), (V((a + b + c) • (a + b - c) • (a - b + c) • (-a + b + c)))l(2a)) 
for a + 0, z = (b, 0) for a = 0). Define a collection of metrics d = (dt)teT by dt = Q 
for all teT. Let JC, y, zeT+, jc§y + z, y^x + z, z^x + y. Since 
{(x, y, z) e(T+)3: x^y + z, y=^x + z, z^x + y} almod,by 1.2 we obtain/(JC) ^ 
f(y)+f(z). 
2.5. Lemma. Let feM(T). Then 
(i) Vx,yeT+:f(x + y)^f(x) + f(y), 
(ii) VJC, yeT+: x?=2y =>/(jc);S2/(y). 
Proof. Letjc, ye T+. Since (jc + y) ^ x + y, x^(x + y) + y, y=^(x + y) + x,by 
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2.4 we have f(x + y) ^ f(x) + f(y). Let JC, yeT+, x^2y. Since x^y + y, 
y^x + y, by 2.4 we get f(x) ^ f(y) + f(y) = 2f(y). 
2.6. Theorem. Let f: T+->R. Then feM(T) if and only if 
(i) VJC e T : /(JC) = Qox = 0 , 
(JJ) VJC, y, zeT+: (x^y +z&y^x +z&z^x + y) --> /(JC) _S f(y) + f(z). 
Proof. Sufficiency. Let d = (dt)teT be a collection of metrics dt: Mt xMt-*R. 
Then Ed = {©}, 0 £ Fd, therefore jBdnFd = 0. Let JC 6 Impd c: T
+. Then/(jc) = 0 o 
x = 0 o xeEd. Let (JC, y, z)elmod. Then j c^y+ z, >>SJC + Z, Z-ijc + y, hence 
f(x)^f(y) + f(z). 
Necessity. By 2.3 and 2.4. 
2.7. Proposition. Let f, geM(T). Then f + geM(T), max(/, g)eM(T). 
(See 1.4) 
2.8. Definition. Let (M, d) be a metric space and let Q denote the first 
uncountable ordinal number. The transfinite sequence 
(1) {^h<« 
of elements of the space M is said to be convergent and to have a limit aeMif for 
each e>0 there exists an ordinal number a<Q such that d(a$, a)<e whenever 
a^kt;<Q. If (1) has a limit a, we write lim a§ = a (or briefly a^-* a). (See [3], [4].) 
2.9. Definition. Let X be a set and let (Y, d) be a metric space. The transfinite 
sequence 
(2) {hh<* 
of functions /§: X-» Y is said to be convergent and to have a limit function f: X-» Y 
if for each xeX we have lim fa(x) = f(x). If (2) has a limit function / , we write 
l im / c =/ (or briefly fr-*f). (See [3], [4].) 
2.10. Lemma. Let (M, d) be a metric space, a^eM(^<Q) and a^a. Then 
there exists an ordinal number a<Q such that a% = a for each <f with a^^<Q. 
(See [4; lemma 1].) 
2.11. Theorem. Let fe eM(T)(%<Q) and let /§->/. Then feM(T). 
Proof. Let aeT*. Since /§-»/, by 2.10 there exists an ordinal number 
a = a(a)<Q such that U(a) = f(a) whenever a g £ < Q. Then 0 = f(a) = fa(a) o 
a = 0. • . 
Let a, b, ce T", a^b + c, b^a + c, c^a + b. Since/$->/, by 2.10 there exists 
an ordinal number p = P(a, b,c)<Q such that h(a) = f(a), h(b) = f(b), h(c) = 
g(c)iore2Lch^withp^^<Q.ThQnf(a) = fp(a)=^fP(b)^fP(c) = f(b) + f(c). 
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2.12. Proposition. Lef {/«}," i be a sequence ot functions f eM(T) such that the 
sequence {f(x)}T=i converges for each x e T \ Let VJC G T+, JC^ 0 : (lim /,)(JC) ± 0. 
Then YimfeM^). (See 1.5) 
2.13. Proposition. Let ^ / be a series of functions / eM(T) such that the series 
^Zf(x) converges for each x e T \ Then (lim Yf) eM(T). (See 1.6) 
«=i V"^00 . - i / 
2.14. Proposition. Let f=(ft)tei be a collection of functions ft e M(T) such that 
the set {ft(x): tel} is bounded above. Then supfeM(T). (See 1.7) 
2.15. Theorem. LetfeM(T). Then f is continuous if and only iffis continuous at 
the point 0. 
Proof. Denote by ?F the usual topology on R. Denote by :yT the product 
topology on RT. Let £ > 0 . Then 
3Ue<fT, e e L / V j c G t / n T
+ : / ( j c ) < f . 
Therefore there exists a base element Vczt7, 0eV, i.e. 3FczT, F is finite 
nonempty Vt e F 3Ut e ST, 0e Ut: V= (~}jzi
l(Ut), where jtt is the projection from 
t e F 
RT into R, i.e. jzt(x) = x(t) for each x eR
T. Let teF. T h e n 3 y > 0 : ( - y , y,)cz Ut. 
Denote y = min yt. Then C\jzt *((-y, y)) <= V, therefore VJC G T
+ : (Vf G F: 
teF teF 
x(t)<Y) 4> / ( * ) < £ • 
Let x e T, *=/= 0. Denote 6 = y/2. Let yeT* be a function such that Vf e F: 
|*(0-y(t)l<<5. 
Define a function z: T^>R by 
z (0 = min(5, jc(0 + y(0) for J G F , 
z (0 = jc(0 + y(0 for teT-F. 
Then z G T \ JCgy + z, y ^JC + z, z^x + y, Vf eF: z(t)<y, hence | / ( J C ) - / ( y ) | ^ 
f(z)<£. Therefore VJC G T\ JC -̂ 0 Ve > 0 3 We <fT, xeWVye WnT+ : 
\f(x)~f(y)\<£ (w=C\x7l (S(x(t),d))\ and since, by the hypothesis, / is 
continuous at the point 0, f is continuous. 
2.16. Lemma. Lef feM(T) be continuous. Then 
V £ > 0 3 J C G T \ J C > 0 : / ( J C ) < E . 
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Proof. Let e >0. Since / is continuous at the point 0, we have 3Ue&>T, 0eU 
VxeUnT: f(x)<e. Since UeSTT and 0eU, 3d>0 3 F c T , F is finite 
nonempty: H^T1 (5(0, 6))czU. Define a function JC: T-*R by jt(t) = <5/2 for 
each teT. Then JC e UnT, therefore f(x)<e. 
2.17. Proposition. Let Tbea finite set. Let feM(T). Then f is continuous if and 
only if 
Ve>03xeT, x>0:f(x)<e. 
Proof. Sufficiency. Let e>0. Then for e >0 there is a e T, a >0: f(a)<e/2. 
Since \/xeT:x^2a => f(x) ^ 2f(a)<s, hence for U=f]^71 (S(0, min a(t))) 
ieT teT 
there holds U e SfT, 0eU,Vxe Un T: f(x) < e, therefore / is continuous at the 
point 0 and by 2.15 / is continuous. Necessity follows from 2.16. 
2.18. Example. Let / : {0, 1}+-»JR be defined as follows: 
/({(0,jc),(l,y)}) = l for x*0, 
/({(0,jc),(l,y)}) = min(l ,y) for x = 0. 
Then feM({0, 1}), / is not continuous and we have 
V E > 0 3JC6{0, 1 } \ x±0:f(x)<£ 
(for example x = {(0, 0), (1, min (1/2, e/2))}). 
2.19. Corollary. Let T be a finite set. Let feM(T). Then f is not continuous if 
and only if 
3r j>0Vj t eT \ x>0: f(x)^r\. 
2.20. Lemma. Let f: S-*T be a bijective mapping. Define a mapping /*: 
T->S+ by f*(a) = aof for all a e T. Let g: S+->R. Then g e M(S) if and only if 
(gof*)eM(T). 
Proof. Necessity. Let aeT. Then0 = (gof*)(a) = g(f*(a)) o f*(a) = 0 <=> 
V teS: a(f(t)) = 0 o V teT: a(t) = 0 oa = 0. 
Let a, b, ceT, a^b + c, b^a + c, c^a + b. Then f*(a) ^ f*(b) + f*(c), 
f*(b) ^ f*(a) + f*(c), /*(c) ^ f*(a) + f*(b), hence (gof*)(a) = g(f*(a)) ^ 
0(f*(b)) + g(f*(c)) = (gof*)(b) + (gof*)(c). Then by 2.6. we obtain 
(gof*)eM(T). 
Sufficiency. Since / *: T—> S is a bijective mapping, we have g = (g of*)o(f *)* e 
M(S). 
2.21. Lemma. Let ScTbea nonempty set, i: S-+T, i(x) = x. Define a mapping 
i*: S+-*T for each aeS+ by (i*(a))(t) = a(t) for teS and (i*(a))(t) = 0 for 
teT-S. Let feM(T). Then (foU)eM(S). 
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Proof. Let aeS+. Then 0 = (foi*)(a) = f(i*(a)) o i*(a) = 0 o a = 0. 
Let a, b, ceS+, atkb + c, b^ka + c, ctka + b. Then i*(a) S i*(b)-\- i*(c), 
i*(b) ^ i*(a)-\- i*(c), i*(c) ;_5 i*(b) + i*(a), therefore (foi*)(a) = f(i*(a)) tk 
f(i*(b)) + f(i*(c)) = (foi*)(b) + (foi*)(c). Then (foi*)eM(S) (by 2.6). 
2.22. Proposition. Let Sbea nonempty set. Letf: S-±Tbe an injective mapping. 
Define a mapping i: Im/-> T by i(x) = x. Let g: Im/—>5 be a bijective mapping 
such that f=iog'\ Define a mapping/*: 5+—>T+ by f* = i*Qg*. Let heM(T). 
Then (hof*)eM(S). 
Proof. Since by 2.21 (hoi*)eM(lmf), it follows from 2.20 that hof* 
= (hoi*)Qg* e M(S). 
2.23. R e m a r k . Let % and 5f be categories whose objects are nonempty sets and 
morphisms are injective mappings and mappings, respectively. Assign the set M(T) 
to each object T of %. For every morphism / : S-^T of the category 9£ define 
a mapping M(f): M(T)-+M(S) by (M(f))(g) = gQf* whenever g eM(T). Thus 
we have described a countervariant functor M: JC->£f. 
3. Metrization of the product topology 
3.1. Lemma. Let d = (dt)t€Tbe a collection of metrics d(: Mf—>R. LetfeM(T). 
Denote by ^Ts the product topology on Y\Mt and denote by STf the topology 
teT 
generated by the metric foQd. Then Ts cz Tf. 
Proof. Let teT. Let Ut be an open set in Mt. Let x e 7i~[
l(Ut), where jzt is the 
projection from n Mr into Mt, i.e. jzt(x) = x(t) for each x e \\ Mt. Then x(t) e Ut, 
teT teT 
therefore 3e>0: S(x(t), e)czl/ r . Define a function a: T—>R by a(t) = 2e and 
a(i) = 0 for each ie T- {t}. 
Put 6=f(a)/2. Let y eS(x, 6)eSTf. Then (fQQd) (x,y)<6, therefore 
f(Q*(x,y))<d = f(a)/2. By 2.6 we have VbeT:a^2b -» f(a) g 2f(b), or 
equivalents V f e e V : f(b)<f(a)/2 ^> ~l(b Sa / 2 ) . 
Hence ~^(gd(x, y)^a/2) and therefore, by definition a, we have dt(x(t), y(t)) 
= (Qd(x,y))(t) < a(t)/2 = e. Therefore y ejt;1(S(x(t), e)) cz jz7\Ut). Then 
Vx e Ji7\Ut) 3Ve3~f, x e V: V^jz;\Ut) (V=S(x, 6)), 
which implies STS <-- ^/-
3.2. Proposition. Let d = (dt)t€T be a collection of metrics dt: M
2
t^>R. Put 
Hd = {teT: M't + 0} (where M ' is the set of all accumulation points of the metric 
space (M, Q)). Let F, Hd czFcz T, be such a set that T—F is a finite set. Let i: 
F—> T be a mapping defined by i(x) = x. Let feM(T). Let foi* be a continuous 
mapping. Then ZTS = 2Tf. 
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Proof. Since by 3.1 we have 2Tsa3~f, it is sufficient to prove that STfcz9~s. 
Let * e [ J M ' anc* £>0. The function foi* is continuous at the point 0, i.e. 
teT 
3K<=F, K±Q finite 3 y > 0 VyeF + : (V/eK: y(t)<y) => (foi*)(y)<e. 
The set T-F is finite, this implies that there exists 0>O such that VteT-F 
VyeM,, y±x(t): d,(x(t),y)^p. Denote <5 = min(/3, y) and L = K<J(T-F). 
Put V= nirr'(5(x(0, 5)). Then VeFs and jce V. Let yeV. 
teL 
Then \fte T-F: (gd(x, y))(t) = 0, this implies i*(gd(x, y)\F) = gd(x, y). Since 
gd(x,y)\FeF
+ and VteK: (gd(x, y)\F)(t) = dt(x(t), y(t))<y, we have (f0gd) 
(x,y) = f(gd(x,y)) = (foi*) (gd(x,y)\F)<e, i.e. yeS(x, e). Therefore 
VjcGf]M, Ve>0 3Ve3~s: xe VczS(x, e), i.e. &'f = STs. 
teT 
3.3. Corollary. Let d = (dt)teT be a collection of metrics dt: M
2-*R. Let 
feM(T) be a continuous mapping. Then 3~s = 3~f. 
3.4. Proposition. Let d = (dt)teT be a collection of metrics dt: M
2-+R. Denote 
Id = {te T: sup Imd, e R}. Let M, be a nonempty set for each teT. Let Hdnld be 
a finite set. Let i: Hd-^T be a mapping defined by i(x) = x. Let feM(T) be 
a mapping such that STS = S~f. Then foi* is a continuous mapping. 
Proof. If Hd = 0, then the statement is true. Suppose Hd±0. Then by 2.21 
foi*eM(Hd), therefore it is sufficient to prove that foi* is continuous at the point 
0. Since M, is nonempty for all t in T, there exists x in \\ M, such that VteHd: 
teT 
x(t)eM't. Let e>0. Then S(x, e/2) e 3~f^2Ts, hence 
3Kc=T, K±0 finite 3 y > 0 : C\n7l(S(x(t), y))c=S(jc, s/2). 
Let F be a nonempty finite set such that Hdr\(KuId)cFaHd. Let teF. Since 
jt(t)eM'„ there exists yteMt with 0<rf,(jc(0, y/)<y. Put 6 = min dt(x(t), yt). Let 
teF 
zeH:,ze C)x7\S(0, 6)). Then VteHd-F 3y, eM,: z(t) ^ d,(x(t), y,). Define 
teF 
a mapping y: F->UAf, by y(t) = y, for teHd, y(t) = x(t) for teT-Hd. Then 
teT 
yePiJi7\S(x(t), y)) and i*(z)^2gd(x, y), hence 
teK 
(foi*)(z)=f(i*(z))^2f(Qd(x, y)) = 2(foQd)(x, y)<e. 
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Therefore Ve >0 3 F c H„, F=F0 finite 3<5 > 0 
Vzen*7l(S{0,d)): (f*i*)(z)<£, 
teF 
i.e. /o/* is continuous at the point &. 
3.5. Corollary. Let dt be the usual metric on R for all teT. Let feM(T). Then 
STS = $~f if and only if f is continuous. 
3.6. Theorem. Let Tbe a finite set. Let d = (dt)teTbe a collection of metrics dt: 
M]^>R. Let Mt be a nonempty set for all teT. Let i:Hd-*Tbea mapping defined 
by i(x) = x. Let feM(T). Then :TS = 5"/ if and only if foi* is continuous. 
Proof. Necessity follows by 3.4. Sufficiency follows by 3.2. 
3.7. Example. Let d = (dn)neN be a collection of metrics dn: (0, \ln)
2—>R, 
dn(u, v) = \u-v\ for each u, ve(0, \ln), where N is the set of all positive 
integer numbers. Let i: Hd->N, i(x) = x (therefore i is the identity, since Hd = N). 
Let /: N+-*R be a function defined by /(x) = sup (min (1, x(n))) for all x eN+ . 
neN 
Then we can verify that feM(N), STS = 2Tf but foi* is not continuous. 
3.8. Example. Let d = (dn)neN be a collection of metrics dn: {0, l}
2—>R, 
d„(0, 1)=1 for all neN. Let i: Hd-*N, i(x) = x (since Hd = 0, i is the empty 
mapping). Let / : N+-+ R be a function defined by f(0) = 0 and f(x) = 1 VJC e N+, 
x+- 0. Then we can show that feM(N), foi* is continuous but 3~s± 3~f. 
3.9. Proposition. Let d = (dt)teT be a collection of metrics dt: M
2—>R. Let E, 
HdczEczId,be such a set that T-E is a finite set. LetfeM(T) be a mapping such 
thatVe>0 3ceT+: 
(i) BFczE finite VteE-F: c(0-^suplmd„ 
(ii) V t e E : c ( 0 > 0 , 
(Hi) f(c)<e. 
Then 2TS = 2Tf. 
Proof. Let x e Y[ Mt and e >0. Since T- E is a finite set, there exists 8 >0 such 
teT 
that VteT-E VyeM,, y±x(t): dt(x(t), y)^6. Further, since *r/2>0, there 
exists ceT+ such that (VteE: c(t)>0) & (3FczE finite VteE-F: c(t) g 
sup Imd,) & (/(c)<£/2). Since FczE, we have VfeF: c(t)>0. Since F is a finite 
set, there exists y > 0 such that Vt e F: c(t) g y. Let K be a nonempty finite set such 
that ( (T-E)uF)czKczT . Put V= p[JT7x(S(x(t), min(y, 8))). Let ye V Then 
teK 
VteE-F:d,(x(t),y(t)) ^ suplmd,^c(t),VteT-E: d,(x(t),y(t)) = 0 ^ c(t), 
VfeF: d,(x(t), y(t))^y^c(t), i.e. Qi(x, y ) S c Then Qd(x, y)S2c, hence (fQgd) 
(x,y) = f(Qa(x,y)) ^ 2f(c) < 2el2 = e, i.e. yeS(*,e) . Therefore « F c 
S(x, e), Ve3~s. Then Srf<z3~s. 
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3.10. Corollary. Let d = (dt)t eTbea collection of metrics dt: M
2-*R. Let Ve > 0 
3HczT finite V t e T - H : suplmd,<£. Let E, ftcficT, be such a set that 
T—E is a finite set. Let feM(T) be a mapping such that 
Ve>03y>03ceT+:(f(c)<£)&(VteE:c(t)^Y). 
Then ZTS = 3>. 
Proof. Let e>0. Then 3 y > 0 3cerT: (f(c)<e)&(\/teE: c(t)^y). Then 
3HczT finite Vte T-H: sup Imd ,<y. Put F = HnE. Then FczE, F is a finite 
set and VteE-F: c(t)^y > suplmd,. Therefore 3~s = 2Tf by 3.9. 
3.11. Example. Let d = (d„)„€N be a collection of metrics dn: (0,\ln
2)2-*R, 
dn(u,v) = \u-v\ Vw, ve (0, 1/n
2). Let/: N+-+R beafunction defined by f(x) 
= sup (min (1, nx(n))) for each JC e N+. Then by 2.6 feM(N), by 3.9 :TS = #}, 
but rf and / do not satisfy the hypothesis of 3.10. 
3.12. Theorem. Let d = (dt)t eTbe a collection of metrics dt: M
2-+R. Let M, be 
a nonempty set for all t in T Let feM(T). Then STS = ?Tf if and only if 





Proof. Necessity. Let teHd. Then 3JC,GM, Ve>0 3yeMt: 0<dt(xt,y)<e. 
Since VfeT: Mt+0, we have Vte(T-Hd) 3xteMt. Define a mapping JC: 
T->UAf, by JC(0 = JC, for all teT. Let e>0. Since 3~s = Fh S(x,elA)eSTs. 
teT 
Therefore 
3FczT, F^0 finite 3 y > 0 : n^71(S(x(t) y))czS(x, elA). 
teF ' 
Let teFnHd. Then 3yteMt: 0<dt(x(t), y,)<y. if FnHd±0 put 6 = 
mmadt(x(t),yt)>0. If FnHd = 0, put 6 = 1. L et a e N
iT-(I^F)\ Let 
teT-(IdKjF). Then3y,eM,: d,(jc(t), y,) ^ a(f). Let teId-F- If sup lmrf,>0, 
there exists yteMt: 
dt(x(t), yt)>(l/4)suplmdt. 
If suplmd, = 0, put y, = jc(r). Put y, = jc(t) for each t^F-H*-
Define a mapping y: T—> (J M, by y(t) = y, for all r e T put a = Agd(x,y). Then 
/(a)S4-/(£.<<(A:)y)) = 4-(/o^)(Ar,>')<4.f/4 = e. 
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Sufficiency. Let J te ] lM, and £>0. Since e/2>0, there exists a finite set F c T 
such that 
36>0 Va eN<T-(,"uF)) 3a e T+: (V* 6 ( T - (/duF)): 
a ( f )^a(0)&(VfeJ d -F :a (0^supImd , )& 
&(VteFnHd: a(t)^6)&(f(a)<e/2). 
Since F — Hd is a finite set 
3y>0Vi*e(F-H,)V>>eM„ y*x( l ) : 4(*(l), 30 = 7-
Let JC, F c K c: T, be a nonempty finite set. 
Put V= f l ^71(S(x(t), min(y, 6))). Let y e V. Let t* e ( T - (/duF)). Then there 
teK 
exists a positive integer nt such that dr(jt(0> y(t)) = ^- Define a mapping a 
(T - ( I d uF) ) -»N by a (0 = rc* for each teT-(IduF). Then 3a G V 
(Vfe(T-( I d uF)) : a(t) = a(0) & (Vteld-F: a(t) = suplmd,) & ( W e F 
a(0 = <5) & (/(a)<£/2). 
ThenVteId-F:dt(x(t\y(t)) = sup Imd,_§a(t), VteFnHd: dt(x(t), y(t))<8 
= a(0, V t e ( T - ( / d u F ) ) : d,(jc(t), y(t)) = a(t) = a(t), V t e F - H d : d,(x(t), 
y(0) = 0 IS a(t), i.e. Qd(x, y) = a. Then pd(x, y)^2a, hence (/oc?d) (x,y) 
= f(Qd(x,y)) =" 2f(a)<2-£/2 = £, i.e. yeS(x,£). Therefore xeVczS(x,£), 
VeSTs. Then 5>cz:Ts. 
3.13.Example. Let d be a collection of metrics from example 3.8. Define 
a function k: IV+ - {0}->N by fc(jt) = min {n eIV: je(rt) =̂ 0}. Define a function / : 
N+-*R by /(JC) = e"*(x) for x eN\ x± 0 and f(0) = 0. Then by 2.6 feM(N), by 
3.12 :TS = ^/, but / and d do not satisfy the hypotheses of either 3.2 or 3.9. 
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О ПРОИЗВЕДЕНИИ МЕТРИЧЕСКИХ ПРОСТРАНСТВ 
ЯнБорсикиЙозефДобош 
Резюме 
Пусть Т является непустым множеством. Обозначим М(Т) множество всех отображений /: 
{хеКт\ У1еТ: *(0 = 0}->Я, для которых 
(1) 4(х,У) = ПШх.,У,)},шт) 
является метрикой на множестве 
Пи 
ХеТ 
для каждого семейства метрических пространств {(М„ -1,)},6г. В этой работе мы предлагаем 
характеризацию множества М(Т)У а также необходимое и достаточное условие метризации 
топологии произведения на 
Пи 
при помощи метрики (1). 
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